
Recognise and respect indigenous cultural values

re imagine arm end reserve
the alternative vision

2. Land art element responding to the midden site on Shelly Beach, 
   an opportunity for education about traditional owners and thier relationship with country
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1. Concept image of interpretative element recognising 
   the cultural significance of the Derwent estuary

Establish a Reconciliation arboretum

A collaboratively designed garden that brings European settlement food 
plants  and indigenous bush tucker together in a coastal landscape at the 
site of the original Gellibrand farm homestead with views to Betsy Island 
and Ralphs Bay

KEY TO VIEWS  
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Reconcilation
aboretum

Arm End headlands is an intact built landscape,
one of the last of its kind in greater Hobart that the community 
can learn from and appreciate. 

Recognition and respect of indigenous cultual heritage will be achieved by integrating:

- Cultural landscape interpretative elements which acknowledge the traditional owners to 
  regognise and educate people about the significance of Arm End as an indigenous cultural site
- Awareness that  Arm End is the traditional homelands of the Mumirimina people of the 
  Oyster Bay tribe
- Interventions which protect indigenous artefacts and values such as land art interpretative 
  elements designed by and with people from the Aboriginal community 
- Rerouting of tracks to avoid sites of cultural significance such as middens
- Places in the Arm End landscape which reconciliate the community such as an           
  an aboretum garden bringing together indigenous bush tucker and colonial food plants

Key indigenous cultural landcape elements that make Arm End significant include:

- A wide range of landscape aspects and types, with a wide range of places to shelter
- Opportunities to access land and water  
- Extensive middens and concentration of cultual heritage sites
- Geographically central to the estuary with a strong relationship to Kunyani and Bruny

A significant headlands in the River Derwent, this country was an important hunting 

ground, meeting place, ceremonial site and living place.  Rocky Sainty 2013

NOTE  Interpretative images by way of example only


